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ABSTRACT In recent years, the interest in usingwireless communication technologies andmobile devices in
the healthcare environment has increased. However, despite increased attention to the security of electronic
health records, patient privacy is still at risk for data breaches. Thus, it is quite a challenge to involve an
access control system especially if the patient’s medical data are accessible by users who have diverse
privileges in different situations. Blockchain is a new technology that can be adopted for decentralized access
control management issues. Nevertheless, different scalability, security, and privacy challenges affect this
technology. To address these issues, we suggest a novel Decentralized Self-Management of data Access
Control (DSMAC) system using a blockchain-based Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI) model for privacy-
preserving medical data, empowering patients with mechanisms to preserve control over their personal
information and allowing them to self-grant access rights to their medical data. DSMAC leverages smart
contracts to conduct Role-based Access Control policies and adopts the implementation of decentralized
identifiers and verifiable credentials to describe advanced access control techniques for emergency cases.
Finally, by evaluating performance and comparing analyses with other schemes, DSMAC can satisfy the
privacy requirements of medical systems in terms of privacy, scalability, and sustainability, and offers a new
approach for emergency cases.

16

17

INDEX TERMS Blockchain, data privacy, decentralized access control, decentralized identifier (DID),
IoMT sensors, self sovereign identity (SSI), smart contract, verifiable credential (VC).

I. INTRODUCTION18

Over the past few decades, the world has become more19

connected with the wide adoption of networking and wire-20

less communication technologies, and mobile devices. This21

evolution lets healthcare organizations and researchers think22

about benefiting from these technologies to solve the current23

challenges that the medical technologies are facing, by trans-24

forming unsustainable healthcare systems into sustainable25

ones [1], [2].26

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Xiaojie Su .

Patients are increasingly exploiting mobile devices for 27

their medical needs to promote the availability of their med- 28

ical data and to help avoid repeated examinations. However, 29

the sharing and privacy of medical data represent major 30

technological, legal, and operational challenges [3]. Like- 31

wise, the identification of the patient is of critical impor- 32

tance for performing transactions with different healthcare 33

organizations [4]. But by using different identifiers, patients 34

find themselves having to maintain or memorize many com- 35

binations of accounts, and they may get interoperability 36

issues, identity loss/theft, and privacy issues. To improve 37

the user identity model, we are considering the concept of 38
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Self Sovereign Identity (SSI) [5]. SSI is a new model for39

digital identity. It helps to prove who we are and establish40

trusted relationships to access information [6]. SSI can also41

facilitate the linking of patients’ health records from multiple42

healthcare organizations for research and medical purposes.43

Lacity and Carmel have used SSI technology for design-44

ing digital staff passports for the United Kingdom National45

Health Service [7]. SSI has also been introduced for birth46

registration in Kenya by Freytsis [8].47

Subsequently, the patient’s medical data are accessible48

by individuals who have diverse privileges under differ-49

ent situations. Indeed, the deployment of an access con-50

trol model took part in this area. Traditional access control51

mechanisms, like the Role-based Access Control (RBAC)52

[9] and the Attribute-based Access Control (ABAC) [10],53

have been frequently utilized in the Internet of Medical54

Things (IoMT) systems. However, they adopt a centralized55

architecture by outsourcing the data’s control to trusted56

third parties and preventing the patient from controlling his57

data. Unfortunately, these access control models are suf-58

fering several issues due to the third party’s interference,59

and the patients’ privacy that may be seriously breached60

if no safety measures were been taken. In addition, these61

access control mechanisms are unable to provide a manage-62

able, scalable, and efficient solution to address new issues63

caused by IoMT networks. Likewise, the IoMT devices gen-64

erally have constrained resources in regards to their low65

computation power, limited battery life, small size, and66

small memory.67

The aforementioned issues will need an evaluation of68

access control technologies and the suggestion of a new69

access control model that assures decentralized, authentica-70

tion and authorization techniques in untrusted environments.71

Also, the IoMT devices need cryptographic solutions to meet72

the security, privacy and trust requirements. Hence, one of the73

practical solutions is to securely outsource the computations74

to an external and more powerful device to reduce the com-75

putational cost of cryptographic computations and maintain76

data confidentiality [aa].77

Proposing a blockchain technology in that situation can78

be more beneficial for the healthcare requirements in terms79

of immutability, decentralization, traceability, transparency,80

and data security and privacy [11], [12], [13], [21]. Notably,81

several researches have been conducted on blockchain-based82

decentralized access control system [12], [13], [14], [15],83

[16]. However, they do not provide solutions for emergency84

cases in which the patient is unable to grant access to doctors.85

To address these issues, the combination of blockchain and86

SSI technologies will lead to good effects.87

Therefore, this paper proposes a novel Decentralized Self-88

Management of data Access Control (DSMAC) system using89

a blockchain-based Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI) model for90

privacy-preserving medical data, empowering patients with91

mechanisms to preserve control over their personal informa-92

tion and allowing them to self-grant access rights to their93

medical data.94

DSMAC is distinct from the works discussed in the litera- 95

ture by integrating a hybrid level of the decentralized access 96

control model which considers both the ‘‘role’’ concept and 97

the ‘‘attributes’’ as important topics. By utilizing the smart 98

contract, we integrate RBAC model into blockchain which 99

is a better fit for IoMT than other access control systems. 100

Additionally, ABAC is a model that can provide expressive 101

fine-grained access control in an emergency case. 102

In the experiments, we use the hyperledger indy [17], 103

an open-source version of permissioned blockchain, to create 104

and evaluate our decentralized access control mechanism. 105

Experimental results based on low-latency, and privacy- 106

preserving medical records demonstrate the effectiveness of 107

the DSMAC scheme. 108

In brief, our main contributions are as follows: 109

1. We implement a decentralized access control model based 110

on role and attribute models. 111

2. We use smart contract functionalities to issue or modify 112

the role-based access control policies. 113

3. An SSI-based decentralized access control system is inte- 114

grated to preserve data privacy. 115

4. We formulate an attribute-based access control mecha- 116

nism by using DID document. 117

5. Protect patients’ medical data via encryption security 118

algorithms. 119

6. The simulation results show that our proposed scheme 120

gives better results in execution time as well as transaction 121

throughput and latency. 122

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 123

In Section 2, we review and discuss existing techniques 124

to address the problem of decentralized access control for 125

healthcare systems. In Section 3, we provide background 126

knowledge. We formally define the models and security 127

requirements in Section 4, followed by our proposed decen- 128

tralized access control scheme in Section 5. We report and 129

discuss evaluation results in Section 6. Security and privacy 130

analysis are described in Section 7. Finally, we conclude the 131

paper. 132

II. RELATED WORK 133

In this section, we have introduced a brief review related 134

to decentralized access control systems in the healthcare 135

environment. Further, these works have been divided into two 136

sections. The first one represents blockchain-based access 137

control research in the healthcare environment. The second 138

one highlights a few works in decentralized access control 139

management-based SSI systems. 140

A. BLOCKCHAIN-BASED ACCESS CONTROL 141

Smart contracts and blockchain technologies are frequently 142

used in several domains. This section focuses on the devel- 143

opment of access control techniques using blockchain-based 144

healthcare systems. Yue et al. [13] suggested a Healthcare 145

Data Gateway (HGD) system which is a decentralized plat- 146

form based on blockchain for gathering, sharing, and storing 147

patient health records. The proposed access model ensures 148
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patient owns and controls their health records. However, the149

issue with [13] lies in the size of the blocks. Storing all of the150

patient’s medical records on a blockchain would dramatically151

increase the blockchain’s size, requiring much more storage152

at each node.153

Vora et al. [18] proposed a framework based on sev-154

eral contracts to enable secure Electronic Health Records155

(EHR) access control and protect the privacy of patients156

through the consensus protocol Proof of Vote (PoV). How-157

ever, the deployment of the differential privacy approach gen-158

erates a large computational cost overhead in the blockchain.159

Madine et al. [19] designed a decentralized data sharing160

system in which Oracle nodes’ proxy re-encryption is used to161

grant EHRs access privileges. However, the system is useless162

in emergency cases where the patient is unable to grant access163

to doctors.164

Xu et al. [12] illustrated the Healthchain system which165

supports access control and protects privacy while storing166

data in the InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) storage sys-167

tem via a hybrid blockchain system. However, the doc-168

tor can still access the data even though the patient can169

revoke the permissions by providing a new IoT key to the170

doctor.171

Kumar et al. [15] used smart contracts to construct172

dynamic access control policies. Dagher et al. [16] introduced173

Ancile, a blockchain that enables patients and other parties174

to access medical records. It uses advanced cryptographic175

methods for security and smart contracts-based blockchain to176

provide better access control models. However, this approach177

is vulnerable to DoS attacks.178

To address issues of the blockchain-based cloud-centric179

IoMT healthcare system, Egala et al. [21] proposed a decen-180

tralized Selective Ring-based Access Control mechanism181

(SRAC) with a blockchain-based Distributed Data Storage182

System (DDSS). Similarly, Zhang et al. [14] authors have183

proposed the block-based access control scheme (BBACS)184

for sharing and accessing medical data. Authors have185

designed a proxy layer to facilitate access control rights to186

the peers. However, the proposed system did not explain how187

to define the access control scheme for various types of peers.188

Tao and Ling [1] presented a practical health data189

sharing scheme based on blockchain and decentralized190

attribute-based encryption. The blockchain is used to grant191

authorizations and manage data. To ensure privacy and secu-192

rity, fine-grained access control of health data uses decen-193

tralized attribute-based encryption. However, to simplify the194

management of patients’ health data and enhance privacy195

protection, the authors should use proxy re-encryption and196

zero-knowledge proof.197

Xia et al. [22] proposed a blockchain-based health data-198

sharing (BBDS) approach that overcomes the access con-199

trol difficulties associated with medical records stored in200

the cloud. The scheme grants access to only approved and201

requested participants, and the blockchain records a log of202

their activities. Furthermore, the authors use smart contracts203

and an access control scheme [23] to successfully monitor204

data usage and revoke access to offending entities when 205

permissions on data are violated. 206

Rajput et al. [24] presented a permissioned blockchain- 207

based emergency access control management system 208

(EACMS) built on and powered by smart contracts. However, 209

the privacy and authentication processes are not defined. 210

Although, there is not any information about data storage if 211

the medical data will be kept off-chain. 212

B. SSI-BASED ACCESS CONTROL 213

Self-sovereign identity, SSI, is a novel digital identity model, 214

it helps to prove who we are to establish trusted relationships 215

to access information [6]. Belchior et al. [25] proposed a Self- 216

Sovereign Identity Based Access Control system (SSIBAC) 217

for managing identities across organizations. SSIBAC offers 218

decentralized authentication and centralized authorization 219

using a traditional access control architecture with blockchain 220

technology. 221

Lagutin et al. [26], presented an OAuth-based method for 222

delegating the access policy management to the authorization 223

server, allowing systems with limited IoT devices to bene- 224

fit from Decentralized ID (DID) and Verifiable Credentials 225

(VCs). However, to determine whether DIDs are the right 226

approach for the IoMT devices, a complete threat analysis 227

must be performed before using DIDs for IoMT. 228

Jung [27] proposed a decentralized access control system 229

based on DID and explained how the proposed approach 230

grants access privileges without a centralized authority. How- 231

ever, this may not be an ideal proposition against hacking as 232

with other centralized systems. 233

Kim et al. [28] present a DID-based ABAC to address 234

the issue of ABAC’s privacy exposure and implement it on 235

a power transaction platform. Additionally, the privacy of 236

the users can be preserved by using a verifiable credential 237

verification process. 238

The main objective of the aforementioned articles is to 239

establish access control systems for medical records and 240

provide patients control over their medical data. However, 241

the majority of the solutions cannot overcome the emergency 242

cases issue. To address these limitations, we propose in this 243

paper an efficient privacy-preserving decentralized access 244

control scheme using both blockchain and self-sovereign 245

identity (SSI) systems to provide better management of 246

access control policies and resolve issues of emergencies. Our 247

framework differs from the works reviewed in the literature 248

by proposing the hybrid level of the decentralized access con- 249

trol model which considers both the ‘‘role’’ concept and the 250

‘‘attributes’’ as important topics. As a consequence, security 251

and privacy with efficient access control policies remain a 252

pivotal issue, and this is what we attempt to address in this 253

study. 254

III. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE 255

In this section, we discuss the necessary background of our 256

proposed system. First, we discuss the Self-sovereign identity 257
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(SSI) ecosystem. Then, we present different components of a258

blockchain.259

A. SELF-SOVEREIGN IDENTITY (SSI)260

Self-sovereign identity (SSI) is a decentralized approach261

and a new model for digital identity. SSI aims to empower262

individuals to possess and control digital proof of their cre-263

dentials. Thus, it helps to prove who we are to establish264

trusted relationships to access information [6]. It includes265

some standards like Verifiable Credential (VC) and Decen-266

tralized IDentifier (DID) [29]. Both are the twin pillars of SSI.267

Additionally, this ecosystem fulfills three key roles (issuer,268

holder, and verifier). Credentials are created and issued to the269

holder by the issuer. A holder keeps and shares the received270

credentials with a verifier. A verifier accepts and approves271

credentials presented by a holder [30].272

1) DECENTRALIZED IDENTIFIER (DID)273

DID is a concept defined by the W3C [31], it is a string274

identifier of a subject (e.g., a person, organization, thing,275

etc.) controlled by a controller [32]. It consists of three276

parts [26]. The first one is a URL scheme identifier declared277

as ‘‘did’’. The second is a DID method identifier that278

describes how a certain DID scheme can be used and resolved279

to DID documents. The last one is a DID method that com-280

municates the information for the resolution [26].281

For example: ‘‘did:dac:patient1’’, ‘‘did’’ is URL scheme,282

‘‘dac’’ is DID method and ‘‘patient1’’ is DID method-283

specific. In addition, DIDs help to authenticate users based on284

their verifiable credentials VC (diploma, certificate) issued285

by different companies [33]. Thus, DIDs and VCs are useful286

for several aims such as reducing the cost of the issuing cre-287

dential [34], signing documents or transactions, creating per-288

sistent communication channels, sending encrypted private289

messages, and also log in without usernames and passwords290

[35]. Fig. 1 illustrates the key elements of DID architecture,291

it displays the interactions between DID components.292

2) VERIFIABLE CREDENTIAL (VC)293

A verifiable credential (VC) is a digital file that includes294

several key-value claims of an entity (the subject), such as295

name, birth date, gender, etc [29]. VC is a standardmethod for296

digitally expressing credentials in a cryptographically secure297

way [36]. Credentials are created and signed by the issuer298

using its private key, enabling the third party to confirm the299

issuer of the VC (the DID of the issuer is typically associated300

with the credential). The verifier can search for the public key301

associated with a specific DID and a specific credential on302

a verifiable data registry (e.g., a public blockchain). A VC303

includes metadata, claims, and proofs. Proofs are used to304

verify a credential. These credentials can be self-issued or305

issued by a third-party [29].306

B. BLOCKCHAIN307

Blockchain is a technology for data transmission and storage308

that achieves decentralized self-management [23]. It is a309

FIGURE 1. The basic components of DID architecture. The figure displays
the interaction between DID components.

database that records the history of all the transactions. This 310

database is distributed and safe; it is accessed by various 311

users, without intermediaries, enabling everyone to check the 312

validity of the chain [38]. Peers in blockchain connect the 313

blocks chronologically into a specific data structure in a chain 314

manner [39]. The blockchain has been involved due to its 315

decentralization, immutability, as well as persistence proper- 316

ties in the distributed peer-to-peer (P2P) network. It utilizes 317

asymmetric cryptography to ensure transactions are done 318

safely [38]. 319

1) TRANSACTION 320

All the nodes of the network (issuer, owner, requester, 321

and verifier) interact with each other via transactions [39]. 322

Thus, the transaction is considered as a communication form 323

between network nodes. 324

2) BLOCK 325

The blocks are used to store data permanently. A block 326

contains many transactions that should not be included in 327

another block and it uses a hash of the referenced block to 328

refer to the previous block [38]. 329

3) SMART CONTRACT 330

Smart contracts are programs stored on a blockchain that run 331

when determined conditions are met. They are used to define 332

more complex transactions with a flexible and programmable 333

method [39]. Once a smart contract is published in the 334

blockchain network, its contents are almost unchangeable, 335

because each node in the network has the same copy of the 336

smart contract. The blockchain stores and uses the execution 337

record of the contract as a transaction. A smart contract can 338

be called to start a transaction that links to its address [10]. 339
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FIGURE 2. System overview. The figure presents the main components of our framework, Decentralized Self-Management Access Control
(DSMAC).

4) CONSENSUS ALGORITHM340

A consensus algorithm is a procedure that allows all341

blockchain network peers to reach a common agreement342

about the current state of the distributed ledger [39].343

C. ZERO-KNOWLEDGE PROOF (ZKP)344

Goldwasser, Micali, and Rackoff [40] proposed Zero-345

knowledge proof (ZKP) in 1989. ZKP is a cryptographic346

method where one party, termed prover, can prove to another347

party, termed verifier, that they know a certain value without348

revealing the actual value [41]. ZKP helps in making true349

and authorized claims by adding multiple layers to data350

security [41].351

IV. MODELS AND SECURITY REQUIREMENTS352

We discuss the Decentralized Self-Management Access Con-353

trol (DSMAC) architecture in this section. Our proposed354

architecture is depicted in Fig. 2. In the following subsec-355

tions, we first present the main components of our system.356

Then, we discuss the adversary model followed by security357

requirements and design goals.358

A. SYSTEM MODEL359

DSMAC brings a novel decentralized access control scheme360

based on blockchain and self-sovereign identity (SSI) mech-361

anisms [42]. Our framework is composed of three layers,362

namely IoMT devices layer, F2C layer, and the user layer, 363

as presented in Fig. 2. 364

1) IOMT DEVICES LAYER 365

This layer is used to sense, collect, encrypt and upload med- 366

ical data to F2C computing [42], [43], including wireless 367

sensors, smart bracelets, and digital wallet. 368

The sensed data are sent to the digital wallet for aggrega- 369

tion and encryption purposes. 370

Then, the data will be transmitted to the F2C layer for 371

processing and storage purposes [43]. Digital wallets are 372

portable and secure digital repositories that allow users to 373

store and manage identifiers and verifiable credentials, and 374

also encrypt and share medical data with others [29]. 375

2) USER LAYER 376

In our system, each user is identified by a DID, and he 377

has a set of VCs issued by trusted issuers. DSMAC allows 378

individuals to use their mobile wallets to manage their DID 379

and give access to their health data. Different levels of users 380

can participate in our system, such as: 381

• DO (Data Owner): plays a vital role in our system. He is 382

an entity (e.g., a patient) that owns the data to be shared. 383

He can manage his digital wallet or delegate permissions 384

to other users to manage his mobile wallet on behalf of a 385

DID owner. For example, an elderly parent might delegate 386
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to an adult the authority to manage the parent’s medical387

account. Also, the DO performs data encryption, sets the388

access policies, and uploads ciphertext of the shared data to389

the F2C.390

• AR (Access Requester): is an entity that wants to access391

data shared by DO. An AR has different privileges in diverse392

situations such as a doctor, nurse, pharmacist, and researcher.393

Each AR must create his DID using the digital wallet, then394

register in the system using his DID. Upon successful regis-395

tration, a corresponding DID is resolved to DID Document396

(DDO) and stored in the blockchain.397

The AR initiates a data access request, obtains authoriza-398

tion and URL of data storage location from the blockchain,399

then downloads data ciphertext from the F2C according to400

the URL.401

3) F2C COMPUTING LAYER402

This layer is composed of two sub-layers, fog computing, and403

cloud computing. It combines the advantages of both, and it404

is detailed in our previous work [43].405

Fog computing: is located close to the end-user to sat-406

isfy the low-latency and high-scalability requirements of the407

IoMT scenario. The main components of this sub-layer are:408

• Temporary storage: represents the off-chain storage.409

However, health data are neither stored nor processed410

on-chain to avoid potential high loads, it will be stored tem-411

porarily at the fog layer to have real-time medical data access412

with minimal latency. Fog will send periodic data to cloud413

computing for permanent storage [61].414

•Blockchain-based Decentralized Access Control: is com-415

posed of processing nodes responsible for mining the blocks416

and executing the smart contract used to ensure secure and417

reliable access to medical data. Also, blockchain is used to418

store the users’ public key, decentralized policies, and the419

user’s proof to verify the user’s credentials with minimum420

time and cost. To increase throughput and reduce the system421

latency, Proof of Authority (PoA) [56] is used instead of Proof422

of Work (PoW).423

• Authorization Management Node (AMN): acts as a424

gateway between the user layer and blockchain. AMN is425

responsible to manage the relationships between AR and426

permission assignment according to his role or his attributes.427

• Authenticator Node (AN): verifies DID and VCs of AR428

and manages token-based authentication.429

Cloud computing: we integrate cloud computing in our430

DSMAC framework because of its strong capacity for com-431

putation and storage [20]. It includes, (i) Permanent storage432

to store permanently the history of medical data. (ii) Complex433

computation to perform the complex analyzes that could not434

be done in fog computing.435

B. ADVERSARY MODEL436

In this part, we will improve the reliability, security as well437

as privacy-preserving medical data. We suggest some secu-438

rity assumptions to satisfy the goal of preserving privacy439

and resisting attacks threatening access authorization. Then,440

we describe some attacks aimed at obtaining access autho- 441

rization to medical data generated by the IoMT devices and 442

forwarded to the fog storage node. 443

We assume that the end-users might be honest but curious 444

about the health records and potentially interested to get more 445

data than what their access privileges allow. For example, 446

a pharmacist can be interested in obtaining patient prescrip- 447

tions and learning different doctors’ prescription patterns 448

which could be useful for marketing purposes. In addition, 449

we assume that the fog’s nodes are honest but curious. They 450

can legitimately do their assigned tasks, but are also curious 451

about the privacy of the IoMT devices which are usually 452

exposed to malicious attacks. Therefore, attackers may reside 453

between the IoMT devices and the fog storage node. They try 454

to establish a channel through which different components 455

seem to communicate directly. They will also try to satisfy 456

the access policies by obtaining or using attributes illegally. 457

They can control, monitor, and modify all the data, tamper 458

with the message, drop some packets and even replace the 459

original message. Furthermore, all the data transmitted to the 460

fog storage and the blockchain through the digital wallet can 461

be intercepted and analyzed by the adversary. 462

In our model, the main aim of attackers is to gain access 463

privileges from the data owner. Thus, we are interested only 464

in attacks threatening the access process such as: 465

1) REPLAY ATTACK 466

An attacker can observe and record some encrypted data 467

during the transmission and reply to them in another request 468

using the user’s signature. This can be accomplished by either 469

(i) network monitoring, or (ii) reading the blockchain. The 470

attacker can act as a user and actively interact with the system 471

to get the messages, or he can be a passive observer who 472

collects the messages at the network level [44]. Therefore, 473

this attack can help to get illegal authorization in the DSMAC 474

framework. 475

2) SPOOFING ATTACK 476

Spoofing is an unethical process where the unauthorized user 477

intrudes and promotes himself as an authorized user to access 478

the system [45]. This is also known as the masquerading 479

attack, it is the act of disguising an identity so that it appears 480

to be associated with a trusted and authorized user. Therefore, 481

the spoofing purpose is to gain access to health records using 482

another user’s credentials and steal the personal information 483

related to the authorized user [45]. Therefore, the adversary 484

forges the credentials of the data owner and tries to commu- 485

nicate with the system. 486

During this attack, we have considered the case where an 487

attacker spoofs a user DID to gain access to medical data. 488

Furthermore, he may change the identity of the data owner. 489

3) CREDENTIAL-STUFFING ATTACK 490

To get access to a system, attackers exploit lists of compro- 491

mised user credentials. The attack is based on the assumption 492

that many users reuse their usernames and passwords across 493
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many services. This attack is the automated injection of stolen494

credentials (username and password) to fraudulently gain495

access to user accounts [46].496

4) SECURITY REQUIREMENTS AND DESIGN GOAL497

The main security requirements to be satisfied in DSMAC498

scheme are summarized as follows.499

• Patient privacy. It is critical to avoid any sort of illegal500

sharing of patients’ medical records. Thus, any user who does501

not have enough attributes to fulfill the access policy must be502

prevented from accessing the patient health data.503

• Access control. Access control is a critical problem due504

to the different kinds of end-users involved in the inter-505

actions between patients and healthcare systems. Access506

control systems define who can access the patient’s data507

and which part(s) of the data can be accessed, to ensure508

that only allowed parties can gain access to authorized509

data [47].510

Our design goal is to propose privacy-preserving medical511

data based on a decentralized access control system and512

blockchain, using Decentralized Identifiers (DIDs) and veri-513

fiable credentials (VCs). Our framework provides the oppor-514

tunity to share medical data and define access rights by the515

patient for giving access to different end-users without having516

a central authority. The following issues must be addressed:517

a) How to acquire a decentralized access control system?518

b) How can end-users access medical records?519

c) Can the DID approach add privacy value to the system?520

V. PROPOSED DSMAC SCHEME521

This section presents our DSMAC framework that integrates522

the concept of SSI and implements it with blockchain to523

ensure a decentralized self-management of access control524

policies in the healthcare environment. The major idea is to525

achieve data privacy and sovereignty using access control526

policies based on blockchain, VC and DID.527

A. TOWARDS A DECENTRALIZED ACCESS528

CONTROL SCHEME529

Our model proposes a novel decentralized access control530

method based on the user’s role, attributes, and contextual531

constraints. This means that our security model reuses con-532

cepts and mechanisms of Role-based access control (RBAC)533

[9] and Attribute-based access control (ABAC) [10], giving534

the owner the right to self-manage his principal policies.535

Hence, in a regular case, our system is instantiated with the536

RBAC system, and default permissions (DP) are assigned537

to ARs based on their roles. However, in cases where Data538

Owner (DO) is confrontedwith an emergency case, ourmodel539

will be instantiated with the ABAC system, and adaptive540

permissions (AP) are assigned to ARs based on a set of VC’s541

contextual attributes. Furthermore, in this way, we establish542

a bridge between DIDs and VCs to define users’ permission543

policies (P):544

P = {DP U AP} (1)545

1) ROLE-BASED DECENTRALIZED ACCESS CONTROL (RDAC) 546

Role-based access control (RBAC) is a security technique that 547

allows and limits system access to different users based on 548

their role(s). It provides secure and flexible access control 549

policies to ensure the security and privacy of data, autho- 550

rize users to access the data to fulfill their job require- 551

ments, and minimize the risk of unauthorized access [9]. 552

RBAC can define how a user interacts with data, allowing 553

read-only or read/write access to certain roles. In DSMAC 554

framework, we propose the Role-based Decentralized Access 555

Control (RDAC) model that combines the RBAC model with 556

Blockchain. The key idea behind the RDAC approach is that 557

users are assigned roles based on their VCs, then define 558

the policies which contain the rules that must be followed 559

by AR while accessing or updating medical data. Finally, 560

we publish all access control policies according to the user- 561

role assignments in a smart contract deployed on blockchain. 562

Each user can be assigned to one or multiple roles. Roles are 563

associated with default permissions (DP). Thus, the default 564

permissions are granted to users, and they are defined by the 565

policy decision smart contract (PDC). 566

Definition 1 Default Permissions (DP) represent the reg- 567

ular basic permissions (RP) that are defined explicitly by a 568

smart contract based on the user’s role (R). 569

DP ⊆ R x RP (2) 570

The default permissions include the patient’s DID, the off- 571

chain URL medical data stored in the F2C computing, AR’s 572

role, and authorized operation (Read, Write, and Update). 573

2) ATTRIBUTES-BASED DECENTRALIZED ACCESS 574

CONTROL (ADAC) 575

One of the most popular access control methods is attribute- 576

based access control (ABAC) [10], but it poses a serious threat 577

to privacy because it defines access control policies based on 578

user attribute values [48]. Whereas, DID is emerging as a 579

new alternative for preserving user privacy. In the DSMAC 580

framework, we propose the Attribute-based Decentralized 581

Access Control (ADAC)model that combines theABACwith 582

DID model to solve the problem of ABAC’s privacy and 583

apply it to emergency cases. Therefore, we implement the 584

access control policies based on DID Document (DDO) to 585

provide a level of adaptive security that would meet the DO 586

needs while taking into consideration the emergency cases. 587

The access rights are granted to users through any type of 588

attributes such as subject’s attributes, object’s attributes, and 589

environment attributes [10]. The DO can enforce the default 590

permissions (DP) by configuring adaptive permissions (AP) 591

based on DO’s attributes, AR’s attributes, and certain con- 592

textual attributes which must satisfy specific requirements to 593

perform a specific operation. A contextual attribute defines 594

a specific environmental characteristic whose real value 595

changes dynamically such as date, time, location, and health 596

status (emergency case, critical crisis, normal, etc.). Hence, 597

AP is introduced to make and adjust decisions locally for 598

emergency and unanticipated situations. 599
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Likewise, to improve and enhance security and data pri-600

vacy, blockchain technology is integrated with the ADAC601

model. The access control policies are created by the patient’s602

wallet and stored in his DDO. Then, the wallet broadcasts603

the DDO as a transaction to the network; the network veri-604

fies, validates the transaction, and adds it to the blockchain.605

DSMAC system enables the patient to quickly modify per-606

missions by changing contextual information.607

Definition 2Adaptive Permissions (AP) are defined to suit608

contextual constraints (CC) and relevant contextual condi-609

tions (CD) confronting DO (e.g. crisis, emergency, a heart610

attack, an allergic reaction, etc.).611

AP ⊆ R x CC where R=role,CC= set of CD (3)612

AP becomes active when an emergency has been declared,613

and a subset of the contextual conditions ‘CD‘ is satisfied.614

The set of contextual conditions can be combined based on615

the context information and using a conjunction (∧), disjunc-616

tion (∨), and negation (¬) operators.617

For example, we consider the following contextual con-618

ditions (CD): ‘T’ denotes a request Time, ‘A’ denotes a619

location Address and ‘S’ denotes a health Status. Contex-620

tual conditions are formed by making conjunctions of these621

elements (4).622

CD = {(. . . , (A ∧ S), (T ∧ A), . . .)|cd ∈ CD} (4)623

e.g.: cd1 = A ∧ S624

Case study: we assume that a patient suffers a serious625

medical emergency as a result of an accident, and he needs626

prompt intervention by medical professionals. The patient’s627

digital wallet can allow users to quickly reach the emergency628

case, it will make access to medical records easier and faster.629

Thus, according to the contextual constraints mentioned630

in (5), the patient or his delegate will approve the adaptive631

permissions for a user if the following contextual conditions632

are satisfied:633

i) cd1: the doctor is not far from the ‘accident scene’.634

ii) cd2: if the patient’s health status is in a ‘critical’635

condition.636

if (AR(user) ∧ role(doctor))637

∧(cd1 ∧ cd2)then Approve access (5)638

Once the doctor leaves the ‘accident scene’ or the patient’s639

health status becomes ‘normal’ again, the adaptive permis-640

sion will be deactivated.641

B. DECENTRALIZED ACCESS CONTROL SCHEME642

BASED-SSI MODEL643

In this section, we propose a security model for the644

privacy-preserving SSI management scheme. SSI technology645

can improve user authentication and authorization mecha-646

nisms [6]. It can be integrated with the healthcare systems647

for delivering enhanced interoperability [6].648

1) DID APPROACH 649

DID is generated by the user (DO and AR) from the pub- 650

lic/private key pair [49] and signed with the user’s private 651

key. The most crucial point of any DID implementation is 652

the specification of the DID method which is composed of a 653

method scheme and operations. Themethod scheme specifies 654

the structure of the DID implementation’s string identifier(s). 655

Operations define how to create, read and verify a DID 656

document, as well as how a DID controller can update or 657

deactivate a DID document [31]. 658

The method name that identifies DID in our system is 659

‘‘dac’’ (DecentralizedAccessControl). This produces a string 660

identifier of the form ‘‘did:dac:namespace’’. All DID must 661

begin with the following prefix: ‘‘did:dac:’’. The remainder 662

of the DID, after the prefix, is the Method-Specific Identifier 663

(MSI) [31]. 664

In the DSMAC system, each user has a minimum one of 665

digital wallet with his DID, VCs, and private key used to sign 666

transactions and access requests. However, the public keywill 667

be recorded in the blockchain to be accessible. 668

In summary, a digital wallet performs the following 669

functions: 670

1) Generates DID and keys (public and private). 671

2) Requests the issuance of verifiable credentials, accepts 672

the issued credentials, and stores them. 673

3) Receives a request from a verifier for proof of one or 674

more credentials. 675

4) Data aggregation, encryption, and signature. 676

5) Creates AC policies. 677

In general, the AR must authenticate with his DID before 678

submitting an access request to medical data. He must prove 679

his identity and his role to access patient data using the VCs. 680

The VCs issuance process proceeds as follows: the AR sends 681

a signed request for issuing a new credential. When the issuer 682

(hospital) receives the request, he checks the validity of the 683

request by verifying the AR’s signature. Once the verification 684

is completed, the issuer agrees to the credential request and 685

issues VC. The VC will be stored in the AR’s wallet. 686

Now, when the AR requests authentication using his DID, 687

the AN, which acts as a verifier, sends him a proof request 688

to verify his identity. The AR processes the proof request 689

and determines the necessary credentials to satisfy the proof 690

based on ZKP [41], then he sends the response to the AN. 691

After, the AN uses the issuer’s DID and the credential defi- 692

nition specified in the proof response to verify the response. 693

If the response is validated, then, token-based authentication 694

is submitted to the AR. 695

The flowchart shown in Fig. 3 describes the interactions 696

between entities, including the information exchanged with 697

the blockchain, corresponding to the SSI’s phases. 698

2) DID DOCUMENT (DDO) APPROACH 699

DID can be resolved by the digital wallet to a standard 700

resource named DID document (DDO) without reliance on 701

a centralized network component. DDO contains several 702
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FIGURE 3. Sequence diagram of DID generation and VC issuance
operations. The flowchart describes the interaction between entities
corresponding to the SSI’s phases including the blockchain transactions.

FIGURE 4. The structure and resolution of DID Document (DDO). The
crucial elements of the DDO structure are the public key and service
nedpoints.

components [35], as illustrated in Fig. 4, ‘‘id’’ denotes the703

DID, ‘‘Publickey’’ represents one or more public keys that704

authenticate the DID subject, ‘‘Authentication’’ is used to705

specify the method that is expected to prove that it is a DID706

owner, ‘‘Service’’ contains one or more service endpoints707

that are used to describe how to communicate with a DID708

owner [35], ‘‘Timestamp’’ indicates when the DDO was cre-709

ated or updated, and ‘‘signature’’ for verifying the integrity of710

the DDO [55]. These components are necessary to check the711

user’s identity and the security of their requests. DDO can be712

stored and resolvedwith blockchain so that issuers or verifiers713

can easily find it.714

In the DSMAC system, the DDO structure has been estab-715

lished as in Fig. 4. It includes a public key and service end-716

points which are crucial to accomplish decentralized access717

control. The service endpoints can contain any information.718

Generally, it specifies a network address, like an HTTP URL719

where services act on behalf of a DID owner.720

3) OUTSOURCING ENCRYPTION APPROACH 721

Following the Self-Sovereign paradigm, the digital identity of 722

the user is kept in a digital and private wallet. To this end, the 723

DSMAC framework includes a component which is a mobile 724

app through which the user can manage the wallet and at the 725

same time he can interact with the security of medical data 726

using an encryption scheme and the user’s SSI wallet [59]. 727

For this purpose, a Zero Knowledge Encryption technique 728

is adopted to address specific requirements focusing on data 729

privacy. Zero Knowledge Encryption means that encryption 730

will only be carried out using keys that are held by the owner. 731

As a result, the data will be encrypted using a mobile app 732

before being sent, and the attackers will only gain access 733

to the encrypted data which is useless without the keys to 734

decrypt it. 735

C. DECENTRALIZED ACCESS CONTROL SCHEME USING 736

BLOCKCHAIN-BASED SSI MODEL 737

In the DSMAC framework, blockchain is used to store the 738

users’ public key, decentralized policies, and the user’s proof 739

to verify the credentials with minimum time and cost [11]. 740

It is operated on the fog layer to provide low latency for 741

decentralized access control functions [43]. Moreover, SSI 742

is used to facilitate user authentication and authorization in 743

regular and emergency cases. 744

1) RDAC-BASED POLICY DECISION SMART 745

CONTRACT (RDAC-PDC) 746

The main idea of the RDAC-based smart contract is to lever- 747

age the features of the smart contract to set, manage, and 748

store default permission policies (DP) into the blockchain net- 749

work. To reach these goals, a policy decision smart contract 750

(PDC) was developed. PDC is designed to assign user-role 751

along with role permission, then publish the details on the 752

blockchain. 753

The main features of the PDC are: i) allow the hospital 754

to verify the role of the user (by checking their credentials). 755

ii) allow the patient to permit users to access medical data 756

based on their associated roles and credentials. iii) allow the 757

hospital to maintain the information stored in SC. Therefore, 758

PDC implements several functions to make the user-role 759

assignment efficient, effective, and secure. 760

As well, we define the AMN as the agent who has the 761

right to manage access transactions and interact with PDC 762

by sending a Request Access transaction. 763

The Request Access transaction sequence can be processed 764

as follows, as shown in Fig. 5. 765

1. After a successful authentication step, the AR sends an 766

access request to AMN by enclosing his DID. 767

2. AMN sends a proof request to AR. 768

3. AR generates a payload based on his DID and VC pro- 769

tected by the ZKP technique, then, signs the payload with 770

his private key and sends it to the AMN. 771

4. To verify the validity of the payload, AMN checks the 772

signed payload with AR’s public key stored in blockchain. 773
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FIGURE 5. Sequence diagram of Decentralized Access control(DAC)
approach. The flowchart describes the request access transaction
sequence.

5. After the payload and role-checking step, the AMN774

redirects the request to the PDC in blockchain as a775

transaction.776

6. If the policy attributes and the AR’s attributes in the PDC777

are similar, then the PDC will create an authorization778

token that includes the access permissions of the AR and779

the transaction will be recorded in the blockchain.780

2) ADAC-BASED DID DOCUMENT (ADAC-DDO)781

Defining security policies and managing medical data access782

becomes more critical and complex in an emergency case783

since the access does not only depend on the user’s role but784

it’s also attached to the contextual constraints [54]. In the785

DSMAC framework, the patient plays a huge role in emer-786

gency cases. It can enforce the default permissions by con-787

figuring adaptive permissions based on both end-user and788

patient attributes using DID Document (DDO).789

DDO contains several fields like a context, an authentica-790

tion mechanism, the user’s digital signature, and a service791

definition. Each service has its id and type, as well as a792

service Endpoint with a URI or further properties describing793

the service [35]. Each service’s description includes the type,794

DID, and URL for the service endpoint. The service endpoint795

URL is used for the outside service caller, while the DID is796

used to identify the service itself [35].797

As defined in listing 1, the services endpoint are used798

to express adaptive access control policies. They define the799

access privileges’ URI based on both ‘‘Membership’’ and800

‘‘Permission’’ services. The ‘‘Membership’’ servicemaintains801

a list of authorized users’ DIDs. Each user must be a member802

of one or more of the following roles: ‘‘doctor, pharma-803

cist, and researcher’’. Likewise, ‘‘Permission’’ service spec-804

ifies the access control policies of the user managed by the805

‘‘Membership’’ service.806

Therefore, access policies are composed of one or several 807

statements; each statement includes information about single 808

adaptive permission. The information in a statement is con- 809

tained within a series of elements: 810

• User– Indicates a list of accepted user DID: 811

‘‘user’’ : [‘‘did:dac:alice’’ ], 812

• Role– Indicates a list of authorized roles: 813

‘‘role’’ : [‘‘doctor’’], 814

• Rules– composed of the following items: 815

� ‘‘grant’’: [‘‘read’’, ‘‘write’’, ’’update’’], 816

� By – Specifies user’s name and role to which we 817

would like to give access rights: 818

’’by’’: [‘‘alice_u:doctor_r’’], 819

� When – Specifies the circumstances under which 820

the policy grants permission: 821

’’When’’:[‘‘time = 08pm-10am’’, ‘‘status = emer- 822

gency’’], 823

� Url – Includes the URL of health records to which 824

the actions apply. 825

‘‘url’’ : [‘‘fog.storage.patient1.emg_data’’], 826

E.g., assuming a user, ‘‘Alice’’, is in the ‘‘user’’ membership 827

service, the patient or his delegate can approve read and 828

update permissions for ‘‘Alice’’ if the following contextual 829

conditions are satisfied: 830

1) Alice’s role is ‘‘doctor’’. 831

2) She is not far from the ‘‘accident scene’’. 832

3) If the patient’s health status is critical’’. 833

To specify the user’s name and role to which we would 834

like to give access rights, the DDO policies are based 835

on hierarchically-named attributes, where ‘u’ means user, 836

‘r’ means the role, and ‘t’ means type, and attributes are 837

separated by the ‘:’ character. For example, the attribute 838

alice_u:doctor_r:cardiologist_t means that the user Alice 839

must be a doctor with a cardiologist specialty. 840

To proceed to the DDO permissions, AMN sends an autho- 841

rization request to the blockchain once receiving an alert mes- 842

sage from the patient’s wallet. So, according to the patient’s 843

DID included in the authorization request, blockchain returns 844

the corresponding authorizations managed by the patient’s 845

DDO. Then, AMN sends an access token to users mentioned 846

in the Membership service if and only if they fulfill the 847

conditions. 848

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 849

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 850

DSMAC allows users to store their DID and VC on their 851

digital wallets using hyperledger Indy [17] and hyperledger 852

Aries [53]. The description of the tools used in the experiment 853

is detailed in table 1. In the general setup of the DSMAC 854

framework, a Docker and Docker Compose are used to build 855

and run the system test setup. 856

To connect to the Indy network and control different nodes, 857

we have utilized the Admin UI from the VON network 858

repository [59]. It initiates the blockchain with the genesis 859

block, a server, and 04 nodes. In the DSMAC system test 860

setup, the Von network needs to be started first, as illustrated 861
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Listing 1 Patient DDO structure based-adaptive permission.

TABLE 1. Details of tools used in the experimentation.

in Fig. 6(a). Once all containers are started, we can view the862

von network and ledger by visiting the following web page:863

http://localhost:9000, as shown in Fig 6(b). Then, all involved864

entities (issuers, holders, and verifiers) must be registered865

in Hyperledger Indy and provided a DID. To generate DID866

for our agents, we can use the ledger browser as shown867

in Fig 6(b). Then, we use the default option ‘‘Register from868

FIGURE 6. a. Starting Von Network, b. VON network: management page
and DID registration, c. Creating a public DID for the patient agent.

seed’’ in the ‘‘Authenticate a New DID’’ section, and put 869

‘‘EmatiSaidi00000000000000000000002022’’ as the value 870

in the ‘‘wallet seed’’ field. Once successful, detailed infor- 871

mation such as Seed, DID and Verkey will be shown below 872

the ‘‘Register DID’’ button, as illustrated in Fig 6(c). 873

FIGURE 7. Successfully run an ACA-Py agent as a Patient.

FIGURE 8. Docker list containers.

In our system, we have implemented four Aries agents 874

(patient, doctor, nurse, and hospital), as shown in Fig. 7, that 875

are capable of connecting to the Indy network, and generating 876

transactions. Those agents are written in Python by using 877

the open-source Hyperledger Aries Cloud Agent Python 878

(ACA-Py) library. It will be also run over Docker, as shown 879

in Fig 8. 880
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ACA-Py provides all of the core Aries functionality881

such as interacting with other agents and the ledger,882

managing secure storage, sending event notifications, and883

receiving instructions from the controller [59]. Thus, the884

ACA-PY component is necessary to securely deliver med-885

ical data from the wallet to the F2C infrastructure, and886

for each agent, the sender explicitly adds another layer of887

encryption [59].888

In addition, our simulation is based on Postman for repre-889

senting digital wallets. It is organized into several collections890

composed of a set of actions performed by the agents, such as891

the Patient_Emergency case, as shown in Fig. 9, which details892

the process followed in the case of an emergency.893

FIGURE 9. a. Call create invitation API on the patient agent in an
emergency case, b. API response once an emergency case is detected on
the patient agent.

The transactions described in this paper are recorded894

in the domain ledger. The key transactions maintained in895

the domain ledger are NYM, ATTRIB, SCHEMA, and896

CRED_DEF. NYM transaction is used to create DID. To add897

an attribute value to NYM record, the domain ledger makes898

use of ATTRIB transaction. SCHEMA transaction generates899

a template with the required attributes for issuing the creden-900

tials to the user/holder. The CRED_DEF transaction defines901

a credential with the user-specific values inserted into the902

schema in the form of a public key. Fig. 10(a,b,c,d) show all903

4 transactions in action.904

In addition, our framework proposes a procedure for inte-905

grating Ethereum smart contract-based credential verification906

into hyperledger Indy. The smart contract is charged with ver-907

ifying the credentials (role) presented by users and granting908

access according to the access policies defined by the patient.909

It needs the hyperledger Indy to confirm the validity of the910

user’s credential.911

FIGURE 10. NYM, ATTRIB, SCHEMA and CRED_DEF ledger transactions.

B. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 912

The Aries infrastructure offers: (i) a blockchain interface 913

layer, (ii) libraries to implement cryptographic wallets for 914

secure storage of cryptographic secrets and other information, 915

(iii) an implementation of ZKP-capable W3C verifiable cre- 916

dentials using the ZKP primitives found [59]. 917

The initial idea was to create a front-end tool that uses 918

an API to interact with ACA-Py without the need for its 919

database. ACA-Py has support for maintaining and querying 920

lists of schemas, credentials, connections, etc. ACA-Pymain- 921

tains its keys and requires the controller application to cre- 922

ate schemas, credential definitions, and revocation registries, 923

as illustrated in Fig. 10 [59]. 924

Also, the ACA-PY provides a queue to hold messages until 925

themobile agent requests them because themobile wallets are 926

not online at all times, and are not constantly polling to see if 927

they have any incoming messages (that consumes resources, 928

particularly data and battery, on the phone) [59]. 929

1) PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 930

In our study, we focus on evaluating the performance of our 931

system using two experiments: 932

• Experiment 1: Evaluate the performance of the 933

Role-based Decentralized Access Control (RDAC) 934

model using the number of submitted and executed 935

transactions, and the number of users. 936

• Experiment 2: Evaluate the performance of the 937

Attributes-based Decentralized Access Control (ADAC) 938

model using DID Document. 939

We show the performance of our DSMAC scheme in terms 940

of submitting and executing time which means how fast 941

different Access Control (AC) actions can be performed. 942

The execution time is the most important key parameter for 943

our architectural model. In addition, the performance of our 944

DSMAC scheme is focused on the transaction throughput 945

and transaction latency for both experiments. Throughput 946

is described as the number of successful transactions per 947

second (tps). Latency is specified as the average time interval 948

between the initialization of the transaction and the actual 949
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execution of the transaction. Also, to reduce the cost of cryp-950

tographic computations and maintain data confidentiality, the951

computations are securely outsourced to a more powerful952

device like a mobile phone. Finally, we examine transaction953

scalability and sustainability.954

2) RESULTS AND DISCUSSION955

The evaluation process was based on the performance assess-956

ment of a decentralized access control-based smart contract957

and SSI system.958

a: TRANSACTIONS TIME959

We evaluate the Access Control policy assignment time960

in both experiments. Fig. 11 shows how Access Control961

policy assignment time varies according to several transac-962

tions in the RDAC experiment. However, the time is almost963

unchanged in the ADAC experiment.964

FIGURE 11. Transaction time comparison of RDAC and ADAC models. The
results depict that ADAC model takes less Access Control assignment
time as compared to the RDAC model. This confirms that the ADAC model
is the best choice for emergency cases.

The results show that the average time to assign an AC965

policy using submitted and executed transactions is around966

68 ms for the RDAC experiment. However, in an emergency967

case, the time is around 16 ms. Also, we can notice that968

when the number of transactions increases, the AC policy969

assignment time is increased in the RDAC model. Thus, the970

results depict that our ADACmodel takes less AC assignment971

time as compared to the RDAC model. This confirms that972

the ADAC model is the best choice for emergency cases.973

Moreover, DSMAC performs better in terms of the level of974

privacy that it offers.975

b: TRANSACTION THROUGHPUT976

For this analysis, we evaluated the number of access request977

transactions (txs) that can be executed per second for both978

experiments, as shown in Fig. 12. The throughput of a user u979

during a time between Ti and Tj can be calculated using (6).980

Throughputu =
count(Txin

(
Ti,Tj

)
)

Tj−Ti
(txs/s) (6)981

To calculate the average throughput, we can use (7).982

Throughput =

∑
u(Throughputu)

N
(txs/s) (7)983

FIGURE 12. Transaction throughput of RDAC and ADAC models. ADAC
model has a high throughput compared to the RDAC model. We observe
that as the number of users increases, there is an important increase
observed in the throughput of the ADAC model.

The DSMAC system may generate a large volume of access 984

requests in RDAC experiments that need to be processed 985

and handled. We measured the transaction throughput while 986

increasing the number of users, then we compared the trans- 987

action throughput of RDAC andADACexperiments. Initially, 988

the throughputs on both models are almost equal. Since the 989

ADAC scheme did not have the credentials verification step 990

and queries are not updating the ledger status, it has a high 991

throughput compared to the RDAC model. Also, as the num- 992

ber of users increases, there is an important increase observed 993

in the throughput of the ADAC model. 994

As shown in Fig. 12, we compared the transaction through- 995

put of ADAC with RDAC. Likewise, the query transaction 996

throughput of ADAC is higher than RDAC. 997

c: TRANSACTION LATENCY 998

The latency measures the time of a transaction from sub- 999

mission by the user until it is processed and written into the 1000

ledger. 1001

First, all the nodes of our system are deployed in fog 1002

computing for the low latency purpose [43]. Latency values 1003

for each experiment are shown in Fig. 13 using 500 users. 1004

FIGURE 13. Transaction latency of RDAC and ADAC models. It is noticed
that there is a continuous growth in the average latency as the number of
users is increasing for both experiments. However, the average latency of
the ADAC model is lower than the RDAC model.
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It is noticed that there is continuous growth in the average1005

latency as the number of users is increasing for both experi-1006

ments. However, the average latency of the ADAC model is1007

lower than the RDAC model. It is important to mention that1008

the higher level of security, the lower the latency.1009

d: CRYPTOGRAPHIC COMPUTATIONS1010

In this section, we analyzed the encryption time, CPU con-1011

sumption, and memory utilization on the mobile device.1012

The study conducted several experiments to encrypt differ-1013

ent medical data of different sizes. Fig. 14 shows the time1014

required to encrypt different data. The encryption process1015

starts by permitting the DO to select data, then the mobile1016

application encrypts the data using the Zero Knowledge1017

Encryption algorithm.1018

FIGURE 14. Time while performing data encryption. It is noticed that
there is a gradual growth in the encryption time as the data size is
increasing.

FIGURE 15. CPU and memory usage while performing data encryption.
It is noticed that when the data size is increased, the CPU utilization
increase gradually. Whereas memory utilization remains almost constant.

Fig. 15 shows the current usage of CPU and memory.1019

When the data size is increased, the CPU utilization increase1020

gradually, because whenwe increase the number of filesmore1021

transactions are sent and this means more CPU computations1022

are recorded. Whereas memory utilization remains almost1023

constant.1024

It is also necessary to note in table 2 that the encryption1025

times taken by the process proposed in this paper are faster1026

than other encryption schemes.1027

TABLE 2. Encryption time.

As a general observation, DSMAC consumed less 1028

resources compared to other systems. 1029

e: SCALABILITY 1030

In the DSMAC framework, scalability is analyzed through 1031

transaction latency and throughput. If the throughput remains 1032

constant or increases with the increase in the number of users, 1033

then the framework is scalable. In another way, if the latency 1034

remains constant or increases with the rise in users, then also 1035

it is considered a scalable framework that can maintain stable 1036

latency in a large-scale environment. 1037

f: SUSTAINABILITY 1038

The goal of the DID specification is to ensure sustainability 1039

and interoperability across different healthcare organizations. 1040

DSMAC framework brings a sustainable decentralized access 1041

control model without the involvement of the central entity 1042

based on sustainable DID solutions. The DID technique can 1043

increase patients’ ability to contribute to building long-term 1044

sustainability. Thus, achieving sustainability in health care 1045

is essential to improving the identification of health sys- 1046

tem functions. Enhancing sustainability, through DID assign- 1047

ment, and managing resources efficiently, will deliver better 1048

outcomes for patients, and provide economic benefits. 1049

VII. SECURITY AND PRIVACY ANALYSIS 1050

After explaining the process of the DSMAC model, 1051

we present the security and privacy analysis. We theoretically 1052

analyze how DSMAC can efficiently resist the attacks pro- 1053

posed in the adversary model (Section 4.2). Since the main 1054

goal of an attacker is to gain authorization to access the health 1055

data. 1056

A. COMPARISON OF SECURITY PROPERTIES 1057

Table 3 compares the security properties of our proposed 1058

scheme with i) blockchain-based access control schemes: 1059

Yue [13], Kumar [15], Dagher [16], Xu [12], Xia [22], 1060

ii) SSI based access control schemes: Belchior [25], Lagutin 1061

[26], Jung [27]. From the table, we notice that only our 1062

proposed scheme and Rajput [24] take into consideration the 1063

emergency case. Notably, almost all the schemes have the 1064

properties of scalability and data privacy, which are critical 1065

security objectives in health record-sharing systems. How- 1066

ever, no research dealt with the property of sustainability, 1067

except in our DSMAC model. 1068

B. PRIVACY PROTECTION 1069

Our system achieves privacy by employing several privacy- 1070

preserving techniques. The use of encryption on all medical 1071
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TABLE 3. Comparison between related works and our DSMAC model.

data placed on the F2C prevents the users and other malicious1072

parties to learn the content of the medical data, achieving both1073

patient privacy and health data confidentiality. Furthermore,1074

DIDs and VCs managed by the digital wallet can be used as a1075

preliminary step to promote privacy-preserving medical data.1076

DSMAC also achieves privacy preservation by anonymity1077

to ensure that malicious parties cannot deduce the owners1078

of the data. Anonymity is achieved by utilizing the ZKP1079

protocol [51]. During this protocol, specific aspects of a VC1080

can be encapsulated through a ZKPmethod [51] which allows1081

the owner to prove an aspect of his identity without requiring1082

any specific information of that aspect to be disclosed to1083

other parties. Anonymization can be performed by the patient1084

and it is required when the identifying information needs to1085

be hidden from certain parties [47]. These parties include1086

researchers, pharmacists, etc. However, physicians, nurses,1087

and emergency medical technicians should be able to view1088

such information to carry out proper treatment.1089

C. ACCESS CONTROL PROTECTION1090

In DSMAC system, the honest but curious model is adopted.1091

The end-users are honest since all of them need access con-1092

trol policies to perform their assigned tasks. However, some1093

of them are curious since they continuously can view and1094

store patients’ information. In our framework, the RDAC 1095

approach based on smart contracts is used to solve the prob- 1096

lem of who has access to health records. Additional mech- 1097

anisms are included for emergency cases such as an ADAC 1098

approach [37]. This approach is more precise in restricting 1099

access based on the DID document and blockchain. There- 1100

fore, the immutability and integrity features of blockchain 1101

make it impossible for any entity to manipulate, replace, 1102

or falsify access control policies stored on the blockchain. 1103

In addition, each block of information contains a hash for 1104

itself and for the previous block to verify that the access 1105

control policies are not modified illegally [52]. Thus, smart 1106

contracts [60] and SSI technologies support securing the sys- 1107

tem against various security concerns such as authorization 1108

and privacy-preserving data. The advantage of eliminating 1109

the trusted third party makes the decentralized access policy 1110

scheme suitable for user privacy-oriented scenarios. 1111

D. ATTACKS ANALYSIS 1112

The security of DSMAC framework is also evaluated by 1113

different attacks. Therefore, the attacker could not inter- 1114

cept or update or retrieve the medical data in unauthorized 1115

access since our decentralized access control system plays a 1116

vital role to protect health data against unauthorized access. 1117
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As proof, we present the resistance of some attacks threat-1118

ening the access process such as replay attacks, spoofing1119

attacks, and credential-stuffing attacks.1120

1) REPLAY ATTACK RESISTANT1121

DSMAC scheme can defend against the replay attack effec-1122

tively. It is based on blockchain to provide better access1123

control mechanisms. In this way, no one can alter its contents.1124

We note that blockchain defends against transaction replay1125

since every single transaction is embedded with nonce value1126

and timestamps [4]. This will provide the system with a1127

protection mechanism against replay attacks. And even each1128

block is linked with the previous hash; hence all communi-1129

cations are chained together, making it impossible for replay1130

attacks to occur.1131

Furthermore, to acquire authorization, the attacker can try1132

to reply to messages using the signature. However, he will1133

not be successful, since each user has to use a private key and1134

DID to compute the signature. Thus, the adversary is unable1135

to obtain any messages from the user [50]. Therefore, the1136

proposed protocol can resist replay attacks.1137

2) SPOOFING ATTACK RESISTANT1138

Spoofing refers to the ability to steal identity information.1139

During this attack, a malicious user presents himself to the1140

system as an authorized user. We have considered the case1141

where an attacker spoofs a user DID to gain access to medical1142

data. Furthermore, he may change the identity of the data1143

owner. To prevent such attacks, DSMAC scheme is integrated1144

with a mechanism that allows each user to create a unique1145

DID based on his private key. In addition, we have employed1146

two security primitives to protect against spoofing attacks:1147

(i) the use of the ZKP protocol implies that viewing any1148

transferred data does not reveal any useful information about1149

the user, so only legitimate users whose access has been1150

allowed can use the medical data; (ii) blockchain that holds1151

the access control policies with the hashes generated in every1152

block [45].1153

Thus, blockchain with decentralized access control poli-1154

cies maintains reliable and consistent data. Since an attacker1155

cannot inject the wrong DID or address. Also, our proposal is1156

resistant to spoofing attacks because users’ DIDs are verified1157

through a ZKP.1158

3) CREDENTIAL-STUFFING ATTACK RESISTANT1159

This attack is the injection of stolen credentials (username1160

and password pairs) to gain unauthorized access to user1161

accounts. In DSMAC framework, to protect against this1162

attack, each user must authenticate with something he knows1163

such as DID, in addition to something he has such as a1164

mobile phone which plays the role of a digital wallet. The1165

digital wallet contains the DID, private key as well as the1166

VCs of the user, and each user gets a public key which is1167

stored in blockchain. In this way, the attacker will not be able1168

to provide a physical authentication method. This makes it1169

harder for the attacker, which makes the credential stuffing 1170

attack not possible. 1171

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 1172

In this paper, DSMAC, a decentralized access control system 1173

for health data based on the combination of blockchain, 1174

RBAC, ABAC, DIDs, and VC was proposed by adopting 1175

smart contract and self-sovereign identity (SSI) technology. 1176

The framework is implemented in a decentralized and trust- 1177

less way to share medical records and preserve security and 1178

privacy at the same time. 1179

The choice of the SSI model allows users to own and 1180

manage their identities. This makes our framework more suit- 1181

able for high privacy requirements. Deploying the authoriza- 1182

tion and verification processes with smart contracts allows 1183

a decentralized access control system for users. Therefore, 1184

access control policies can be remotely updated by updating 1185

a smart contract. 1186

DSMAC is based on different contributions aimed to pro- 1187

vide benefits in the areas of privacy/security, scalability, and 1188

sustainability in the medical environment. Likewise, we com- 1189

pared DSMAC with some typical access control models and 1190

implemented a prototype of the proposed framework in reg- 1191

ular and emergency cases. The results of the performance 1192

evaluation demonstrate that the proposed approach is highly 1193

scalable and efficient in terms of submission and execution 1194

time, throughput, cryptographic computations and latency. 1195

For future work, we are interested in integrating machine 1196

learning algorithms to manage EHR. Also, we can integrate 1197

the differential privacy algorithm with the DSMAC system to 1198

provide better data protection and preserve user privacy. 1199
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